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Time to decide….

Why are we even talking 
about university?

Employability  

The Russell Group

Contextual Offers



How many universities are there in the UK?

A – 13
B – 103
C – 130
D – 1300 
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Which of these is not a real university?

A – University of Bristol
B – Institute of Cancer Research
C – University of Kettering
D – Cardiff University
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Which of these is a real course?

A – Ethical Hacking
B – Contemporary Circus 
and Physical Theatre
C – Horse Management
D – Horology
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What percentage of graduates aged 21-64 are 
employed in the UK?

A – 62%
B – 75%
C – 80%
D – 82%
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Which of these graduate schemes is not ranked 
within the top 5?

A – Deloitte
B – Google
C – Aldi
D – The Civil Service
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What are the benefits of university?

Chance to study a subject you’re 
passionate about

Can help you enter a profession e.g. 
teacher, doctor, engineer

Develop a range of new skills e.g. 
communication, teamwork, time 
management and leadership



EMPLOYABILITY

Graduates are more likely to earn a 
higher salary than non-graduates

The median salary of working age 
population is £31, 500 for graduates, 
£22,000 for non-graduates

Source: Business, Innovation and Skills Graduate Labour Market Stats April 2016



EMPLOYABILITY

Graduates are more likely to earn a 
higher salary than non-graduates

Average annual gross wage by age and highest 

qualification



EMPLOYABILITY

Some graduates tend to earn more than others



Outstanding Graduates

University of Bristol is the 2nd

most targeted University by 

top 100 UK employers (2019)

Bristol graduates are among the 

highest paid in the UK (2017)



Wider benefits of attending university

•Meet a wide range of new people

•Live somewhere else, with friends

•Become independent

•Experience a whole new social life

•Sports and societies

•Opportunity for travel



THE RUSSELL GROUP

A group of 24 
Leading 
universities in the 
UK. 

Four of the top 10 
universities in the 
world are Russell 
Group institutions 
(all 24 in are in the 
top 250)



RUSSELL GROUP: THE BENEFITS

Student 
satisfaction 
levels are 

higher: 
88% average

Research 
intensive 

courses lead to 
employable 

graduate

Taught by 
world leading 

academics

7:1
Average 
teaching 

ratio

Greater 
Graduate 
earnings

+10%



WHY BRISTOL?
29 

Subjects rated in 
world’s top 100 

QS World Subject 
Rankings 2018 

Best city for 
student life
WhatUni? Student 

Choice Awards 2015

1st
Best Places to 

live 2017
Sunday Times

Exciting
and diverse student 

community with over 
18,000 

Undergraduates



Cultural hub with art galleries, theatres, museums and concert venues
A safe city Bristol has been awarded the Purple Flag Award
Bristol holds more festivals than any other European City
First UK city to be European Green Capital
450 Parks and green spaces
Can be an expensive city to live in – think about working for the uni

LIVING IN A LEADING CITY



500+ Bristol students travel abroad each year
150+ partner universities across the world
250+ Erasmus work placements

GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES



Student Support

Disability
Support

Multifaith
Chaplaincy

Bristol SU

Counselling

Student
Health
Service

Student
Funding
Office

Support
services



CONTEXTUAL OFFERS



March 2020

Deadline for some art & design courses

15th January 2020

UCAS deadline for the majority of Undergraduate courses

15th October 2019

Deadlines for Medicine, Dentistry and Veterinary Science

September 2019

UCAS applications open



WHAT IS THE PERSONAL STATEMENT?

Details 
matter

Must use 
examples

The same 
for each 

university

Your chance 
to sell 

yourself

47 lines or 
4,000 

characters



WHAT ARE UNIVERSITIES LOOKING 
FOR?

Relevant academic ability

Motivation

Passion for the subject

Relevant experience

Study skills

Critical thinking

The whole person

Personal statements account for between 
0% - 70% weighting of application, 
dependant on University



‘Every time I go to the dentist we have the
same awkward small talk. He asks me what
I want to become. I respond that I want to
be a lawyer. He then says every time
without fail, 'Do you mean a lawyer or a
liar?' and chuckles to himself. I want to say
to him that the best description of a lawyer
is the SiSwati word for it, ummeli-the one
who stands for something: stands for the
law, stands for the protection and equality
that it offers. At this point, however, I
cannot say any of this because his hands
are in my mouth.’

Law

PASSION FOR THE SUBJ ECT



SUGGESTED STRUCTURE

4. Extra- curricular activities

3. Relevant academic activities/ experience

2. A paragraph of independent research

1. Your reasons for wanting to study a course



Show don’t tell – write about specific examples
Tailor your comments to your subject
Understand the course
Don’t list examples
Be yourself

THE PERSONAL STATEMENT



BEFORE YOU APPLY

Check deadlines carefully for application  
and test registration

Refer to the prospectus/online study pages 
Establish objectives

Match course to your predicted grades 
Be realistic 

Read small print 
Use typical offers as a guide

Check eligibility for contextual offers as at the 
University of Bristol

Good research is the key to success!



Upcoming events and opportunities

Wednesday 23 October University of Bristol Open Afternoons
Wednesday 6 November


